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2.1 Introduction

A combination of carbohydrates, proteins, fats, water, and fibers is known as a food that
shows complex morphological and structural properties. The structural and flow behavior
of different food materials are not identical due to the non-uniform combination of these
constituents. Rheological properties give us an idea about the behavior of viscoelastic fluid
under varying shear force, deformation rate, concentration, temperature, and time. It is
closely associated with the sensory and quality characteristics of food material. Earlier, in
food materials, rheological analysis was mainly concentrated on steady-state flow behavior
where the structural breakdown was the main drawback in the case of food. To overcome
this problem, oscillatory and creep tests were introduced for proper characterization without
altering the structural properties. With the technological advancement in instrumentation, the
rotational rheometer and oscillatory rheometer can determine the required parameters under
varying or constant stress/strain in a more accurate manner. Moreover, these rheometers
are capable of determining nonlinear flow behavior under high shear stress or shear strain
to analyze the viscosity, elasticity of complex fluids and indirectly provide the sensory and
textural property of the material.

The rheological characteristics of any product depend on the source, morphological prop-
erty, concentration, presence of different polymer compounds, pasting conditions, and storage
conditions. For example, the rheological properties of liquid food materials are influenced
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CHAPTER 1

ABSTRACT

The word “food” in itself is a complex system comprising of a wide range
of biological components with various rheological characteristics. The
diversity in these biological components in different food systems impart
various compositional and structural variability to the food, thus, exhib-
iting different types of rheological behaviors viz. low viscosity fluids (e.g.,
milk), high viscosity fluids (e.g., ketchup) and hard solids (e.g., candies,
and gel). The rheological behavior of food decides the stability and appear-
ance of foods such as in the form of emulsions, pastes, and spreads, etc.
Moreover, food quality, apart from its nutritional value, is a function of its
rheological properties viz. structure and texture. The rheological character-
ization of food and food forming components is vital for predicting the food
quality. Depending upon the form of a specific product (e.g., suspension,
emulsion, gel, paste, liquid, solid, etc.) to be analyzed, a range of rheo-
logical techniques, tests, and equipments are available. Processing the rheo-
logical data in the form of models is vital to infer its physical significance in
relation to the flow behavior. Therefore, the present chapter gives an insight
into the application of rheological techniques, tests, and theoretical models
to predict the quality of foods.
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